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Trọn bộ câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 12 Unit 8: Life in the future có đáp án. Cung cấp tài 

liệu tham khảo miễn phí và hữu ích dành cho các em học sinh, quý thầy cô giáo, chuẩn bị tốt cho 

các kì thi quan trọng sắp tới. 

Bộ 60 câu hỏi trắc nghiệm Tiếng Anh 12 Unit 8: Life in the future 

Mời các bạn theo dõi chi tiết tại đây: 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 8: Phonetics and Speaking 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 

other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. answer     

B. corporation     

C. dangerous     

D. place 

Question 2.  

A. millions     

B. chores     

C. factories     

D. pessimists 

Question 3.  

A. job     

B. office     

C. improve     

D. economic 

Question 4.  

A. threatened     
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B. wiped     

C. cleaned     

D. disappeared 

Question 5.  

A. burden     

B. survive     

C. curtain     

D. furnish 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 6.  

A. pessimistic     

B. optimistic     

C. overcrowded     

D. innovative 

Question 7.  

A. residential     

B. environment     

C. insoluble     

D. enjoyable 

Question 8.  

A. destruction     

B. government     

C. contribute     
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D. depression 

Question 9.  

A. optimist     

B. devote     

C. terrorist     

D. contrary 

Question 10.  

A. technology     

B. development     

C. electronic     

D. responsibly 

Question 11.  

A. prevent     

B. injure     

C. sugar     

D. fitness 

Question 12.  

A. healthy     

B. consume     

C. diet     

D. headache 

Question 13.  

А. уора     

B. fatal     
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C. immune     

D. careful 

Question 14.  

A. infectious     

B. essential     

C. precaution     

D. properly 

Question 15.  

A. unhealthy     

B. vitamin     

C. mineral     

D. natural 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.A 2.D 3.C 4.B 5.B 6.D 7.A 8.B 9.B 10.B 11.A 12.B 13.C 14.D 15.A 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 8: Vocabulary and Grammar 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. For environmental safety, we need to find ways to reduce emission of fumes and 

smoke of factories. 

A. leak     

B. release     

C. poison     

D. pollutant 

Question 2. Nylon is a man-made fibre, the use of which has helped more people to have cheaper 

and more colourful clothes to wear. 
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A. natural     

B. plastic     

C. synthetic     

D. artificial 

Question 3. The advances of commercial airplanes resulted in a shrinking world. 

A. decreasing     

B. reduced     

C. smaller     

D. compressing 

Question 4. We have to suffer from traffic congestion and pollution every day. 

A. accident     

B. fullness     

C. mass     

D. crowd 

Question 5. Many animals were born in captivity. Resultantly, they do not always breed well. 

A. imprisonment     

B. lock     

C. detention     

D. freedom 

Question 6. Those companies were closed due to some seriously financial problems. 

A. taken off     

B. put away     

C. wiped out     

D. gone over 
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Question 7. With the dawn of space exploration, the notion that atmospheric conditions on Earth 

may be unique in the solar system was strengthened. 

A. outcome     

B. continuation     

C. beginning     

D. expansion 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 8. “Don’t be such a pessimist. I am sure you’ll get over it. Cheer up!” 

A. optimist     

B. hobbyist     

C. activist     

D. feminist 

Question 9. My cousin tends to look on the bright side in any circumstance. 

A. be optimistic     

B. be pessimistic     

C. be confident     

D. be smart 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

Question 10. What do you think about people’s life’s ………. in the future? 

A. expect     

B. expectant     

C. expectancy     

D. expectation 

Question 11. The …………. predict that things will be much worse than they are nowadays. 
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A. optimistic     

B. pessimistic     

C. optimists     

D. pessimists 

Question 12. ………… of the financial crisis, all they could do was hold on and hope that things 

would improve. 

A. In the end     

B. At the height     

C. On the top     

D. At the bottom 

Question 13. The security of the earth will be threatened by terrorism, …….. terrorist groups will 

become more powerful and more dangerous. 

A. moreover     

B. so that     

C. as     

D. so 

Question 14. With its long days, lack of …….. atmosphere, and wide-open spaces, ……. moon 

would also make an ideal place to put massive solar power plants. 

A. Ø / a     

B. Ø / the     

C. the / a     

D. an / Ø 

Question 15. You can’t stop smoking immediately. Just try to …….. a little. 

A. go on     

B. give up     
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C. keep     

D. delete 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.B 2.D 3.C 4.D 5.B 6.C 7.C 8.A 9.B 10.C 11.D 12.C 13.C 14.B 15.B 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 8: Reading 

Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer. 

In the future, genetic engineering will allow us to create the perfect human. It will be hard to get 

used to. Parents will order a baby who 'will grow up to become his new job because he is not quite 

prepared a genius or to have a Miss World appearance. Also, genetic engineering will allow us to 

mix plants and animals. 

As computers have advanced, they have helped us remember, calculate, organize, and clarify. So 

it will become easier to deal with things, and much quicker. At a point in a future time, some may 

claim that computers become about as smart as Newton or Einstein. More advanced computers 

will be able to be creative, respond to feelings in a feeling way, develop intuition, recognize 

patterns, and suggest innovative alternatives. There is a hope if we choose to take action. We can 

select Internet information wisely, choose healthy computer games, limit our exposure to 

television commercials, and select television programs carefully. People will be aware of the 

importance of keeping active, getting outside to do more physical activities. We will also plan to 

make a major sacrifice the next time we buy a car, take the bus. Everybody will be more concerned 

about making environmentally friendly choices, eating healthy, and helping build a healthier 

society by shopping at better stores that sell better food. 

Most people will be aware that a happy, loving family is a joy to be part of, and that it is a necessary 

foundation for building a strong society. But it is extremely important for our future that we 

maintain a healthy perspective. We need to value and appreciate the importance of what can be 

achieved by loving and committed parents. People need a strong foundation, so it is vital for our 

society that we encourage parents to work at creating love, joy, and happiness for their children in 

a .decent, stable, and productive atmosphere. 

Question 1. How many aspects of life in the future are referred in the text? 

A: One     

B: Two     

C: Three     

D: Four 

Question 2. Which aspect is not referred in the text? 
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A: Education     

B: Genetic Engineering 

C: Computer     

D: Family 

Question 3. The phrase to have a Miss World appearance means that _______. 

A: to become a Miss World     

B: to enter a beauty contest 

C: to be intelligent     

D: to be beautiful 

Question 4. According to the text, in the future, _______. 

A: it will be difficult for us to select Internet information 

B: people will prefer taking a bus to buying a car 

C: food will not be sold at shops 

D: TV viewers will not be able to escape from seeing a lot of advertising. 

Question 5. The last paragraph is about _______. 

A: family and parents' responsibility in the future 

B: children's education 

C: children's health 

D: how to build a strong society 

Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase. 

Robots are already a part of our lives. Industrial robots widely used in manufacturing. Military and 

police organizations use robots to (1) _____ in dangerous situations. Robots can (2) _____ be 

found from vacuuming the floors in your home to exploring the surface of Mars. 

Within a few more years a whole host of robotic adaptations will be running many aspects' of our 

lives. "I think in (3) _____ next thirty years, we are going to see a transformation between the 

industrial sorts of robots to personal robots," says Brooks from Brooks' company, IRobot, markets 

floor cleaning robots for homes. 
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"The advances in robotics make it clear that many household (4) ____ will be easily handled by a 

robot in the near future," says Bob Christopher, who works for a robotic technology company that 

is marketing a toy robot (5) _____ Pleo. "We have only one child but I could easily (6) _____ five 

or six robots in the home as well." 

Within the next 10 years one will be able to (7) _____, to lease or purchase a domestic robot that 

not only does the household cleaning and prepare and serve his meals, (8) _____ also can carry 

him to the bathtub if he cannot walk. 

Demographic changes, such as a rapidly aging population and a shrinking workforce, will drive 

forward the application of new (9) ___. There is going to be a real pull for increasing the 

productivity of working age people. So there is going to be a real push for robotics to help people. 

(10) _____ addition it is likely that in the near future we will see robots- taking on some of the 

care functions elderly, or long-term ill people. 

Question 6.  

A.assist     

B.increase     

C.make     

D.create 

Question 7.  

A.so     

B.either     

C.too     

D.also 

Question 8.  

A.a     

B.an     

C.the     

D.Ø 

Question 9.  

A.aspects     
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B.chores     

C.works     

D.jobs 

Question 10.  

A.which     

B.called called     

C.calling     

D.that called 

Question 11.  

A.hope     

B.think     

C.imagine     

D.look 

Question 12.  

A.afford     

B.attain     

C.offer     

D.affect 

Question 13.  

A.either     

B.as     

C.and     

D.but 

Question 14.  
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A.technology     

B.technological     

C.technique     

D.technician 

Question 15.  

A.at     

B.in     

C.for     

D.with 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.C 2.A 3.D 4.B 5.A 6.A 7.D 8.C 9.B 10.A 11.D 12.A 13.D 14.A 15.B 

Bài tập trắc nghiệm Unit 8: Writing 

Rewrite the following sentences so that they have the same meaning as the original ones. 

Question 1. It is unlikely that results of the elections will be made public before tomorrow 

morning. 

A. Before tomorrow morning we will probably know the result of the elections. 

B. Tomorrow morning is probably the earliest that anyone will know the result of the selection. 

C. The results of the elections will most likely be made known before tomorrow morning. 

D. We will probably not be told the results of the elections tomorrow morning. 

Question 2. Housewives do not have to spend a lot of time doing housework any more. 

A. Housework will never be done by housewives any more. 

B. Housewives have to spend more and more time to do housework. 

C. Never have housewives spent as much time doing housework as they do now. 

D. No longer do housewives have to spend a lot of time doing housework. 
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Question 3. Go over the report before you submit it. 

A. Before you submit the report, you should be finished writing it. 

B. Type the report quickly and then submit it. 

C. Read the report carefully before you submit it. 

D. Before you write the report you have to find enough information. 

Question 4. We always stand by you when you are in need. 

A. Whenever you are in need, we stand next to you. 

B. We cannot do anything for you though you are in need. 

C. We always continue to support and help you when you are in need. 

D. We can never stand your necessity. 

Question 5. Madeleine wears high heels to look taller. 

A. In order to look taller, Madeleine wears high heels 

B. So that to look taller, Madeleine wears high heels. 

C. Madeleine wants high heels to make her taller. 

D. Madeleine buys high heels to look taller. 

Question 6. I have to take the responsibility. 

A. It's I am that responsible.     

B. It is I who am responsible. 

C. It is me who am responsible.     

D. It's that me is responsible. 

Question 7. It was her story that made me cry. 

A. I was made crying by her story.     

B. I was made to cry by her story. 

C. Her story made me crying.     
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D. Her story made me to cry. 

Question 8. It is unlikely that he will come on time. 

A. He is unlikely to come early.     

B. It is likely that he will not come too late. 

C. It looks as if he will come late.     

D. It seems that he will come lately. 

Question 9. He became successful as a professional writer at the age of 20. 

A. He did not succeed as a professional writer until he was 20. 

.B. He did not write professionally until he succeeded at the age of 20. 

C. He succeeded as a professional writer until he was 20. 

D. He wrote professionally until he became successful at the age of 20. 

Question 10. Mai: “Why don't we ask Mr Brown for help?” 

A. Mai asked why they did not ask Mr Brown for help. 

B. Mai begged Mr Brown for help to find the reason. 

C. Mai suggested that they should ask Mr Brown for help. 

D. Mai wanted to know why Mr Brown did not help. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Ever since it was first possible to make a real robot, people have been hoping for the invention of 

a machine that would do all the necessary jobs around the house. If boring and repetitive factory 

work could be (1)_____ by robots, why not boring and repetitive household chores too? 

For a long time the only people who really gave the problem their attention were amateur inventors 

And they came up against a major difficulty. That is, housework is actually very complex It has 

never been one job it has always been many. A factor robot (2)_____ one task endlessly until it is 

reprogrammed to do something else. It doesn’t run the whole factory. A housework robot on the 

other hand, has to do several different (3)_____ of cleaning and carrying jobs and also has to cope 

(4)______ all the different shapes and positions of rooms, furniture, ornaments, cats and dogs. 

(5)______ , there have been some developments recently. Sensors are available to help the robot 

locate objects and avoid obstacles. We have the technology to produce the hardware. All that is 

missing the softwarethe programs that will operate the machine. 
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Question 11.  

A. managed     

B. succeeded     

C. made     

D. given 

Question 12.  

A. carries over     

B. carries out     

C. carries off     

D. carries away 

Question 13.  

A. systems     

B. types     

C. ways     

D. methods 

Question 14.  

A. from     

B. with     

C. by     

D. for 

Question 15.  

A. However     

B. Therefore     

C. Besides     
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D. Moreover 

►► ĐÁP ÁN: 

1.B 2.D 3.A 4.C 5.A 6.B 7.B 8.C 9.A 10.C 11.A 12.B 13.B 14.B 15.A 
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